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Agenda

1. What is Agile Cross Security?
2. Health anthropology would be effective for pro social behaviors
3. How CNC people could prevent from minute incidents in everyday life?
4. Advance BioGreen for developing countries
5. Summary
The position of The Science of the Health Anthropology
ACS Prosocial Behaviors

Software social infrastructure

Hardware social infrastructure
Ethics for health anthropology

- Embryo
- Postpartum
- Personality
- Neural System
- Spiritual
- Dignity

ACS Ethics
Ontology

Maternity Health Record Book
Nursing Care Record Book

One Dimensional data control management system
Silent Killer

Normal life

Incident event

ACS CNC
Asymmetric information Gap

ACS
Agile Cross Security

Global Operation High Quality
Wi-Max CNC

Glocal Shared Situation Awareness
1: Generic Communication protocols

2: Personalized Security Protocols

3: Sector oriented Forensic Protocol

4: Authorized personal protocols

5: Voice recognition Protocols

6: Imaging Protocols

Permanent Forensic Engine

Agile Cross Security Layers
Agile Cross Security vs StovePipe Organization

Permanent Forensic ACS Engine

Traditional Stovepipe system
Shared-Situation-Awareness Processing

Self-Synchronization Processing

Qualitative Narrative Health

Qualitative Affordance Engine

ACS
Network-Centric Communication Modeling

Permanent Forensic Engine

Traditional Stovepipe system
Physical Domain
where strike, protect, and maneuver take place across different environments

Information Domain
where information is created, manipulated and shared

Cognitive Domain
where perceptions, awareness, beliefs, and values reside and where, as a result of sensemaking, decisions are made

Social Domain
where force entities interact
Overt Surveillance for ACS

Cover Surveillance for Agile Cross Security Healthcare KAIZEN processing

Next Generation RFID portable Technology

Agile Cross Security Complex
ACS GloCal Network 24 hours Operation system

High quality Wi-MAX network system

24 hours Convenience Store

@Uzbek

In Japan
Personalized ACSHK Security Global Algorithm

ACSHK Shared Situation Awareness in Uzbekistan

ACSHK Self synchronization In Japan

ACSHK GIG
PERSONALISED SECURITY for ACSHK

Global based Shared Situation Awareness

COMMAND

CONTROL

Biometric

ACSHK
For Data warehouse

Self-synchronization in Uzbekistan

Self-synchronization in Japan
Questions
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